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FS referendum descend 
pon,Douglas Bow long will this 
dance last? 
he vote seems more regular than the 
Olympics; this week, Douglas 
College students will yet again go to 
·the polls to see if we want to step out 
for another round with the Canadian 
eration of Students (CFS). 
Voting will take place this week on all three 
Douglas College campuses, from February 23 to 
February 27. When asked last week about the 
feedback they'd been getting, those managing the 
CFS kiosk were loath to be recorded, but they did 
say that the response had mostly been positive. 
Voting has been moderate. As of Monday 
afrernoon, the ballot box had an estimated 190-200 
mm Jim Chliboyko 
' Homan Sanaie 
votes, according to Joey Hansen, SFSS 
president and one of those who was 
manning the voting table. 
Douglas College has been a CFS 
school in the past, having been one of 
the founding members in 1981. In fact, 
a check of the CFS website reveals that 
Douglas College is listed as a member 
institution of the Federation, as Local 18. Though 
DC is not labelled as inactive or even as a prospec-
tive member, a CFS spokesperson at the New West 
campus explained that legally, Douglas is still a 
CFS school, which accounts for the wording on the 
ballot; "Do you want to renew membership in the 
Canadian Federation of Students?" 
"Douglas College students never had a legal vote 
to withdraw from the Federation ... the referendum 
was a violation of the rules, rules that are set by the 
Canadian Federation of Students, by other student 
associations across the country," she said. "Mem-
bers of the Canadian Federation of Students didn't 
feel that they could accept the results of the 
referendum because of the serious infraction." A 
major charge was that the referendum had been 
held within the first week of the winter term in 
1992, well within the six week time period during 
which the Federation had prohibited referenda. 
Bear with us those who've read this history 
before: 
Douglas College and the CFS started their 
relationship in 1982, with the blessing of the 20 
union was a rocky one, though, and the partner-
ship was marred by trouble and controversy. The 
"No" forces tried in 1987 to oust the Fed from 
Douglas, failed, then succeeded during the next 
attempt in 1992, despite the aforementioned 
charge, amongst other violations. 
Fallout from that period in the Douglas-CFS 
connection is still floating around campus. 
Primarily, there is the question of a missing 
$28,000 to $40,000, the last of the fees that had 
been collected by the DCSS on behalf of the CFS. 
The cash was never forwarded. 
The current executive ofthe DCSS is seen to be 
largely pro-CFS, and recent in-fighting within the 
sociery is predominantly drawn along pro- and 
anti-CFS lines. In fact, DCSS president Jairnie 
McEvoy, a longtime supporter of the Federation, 
has been a CFS employee in the past, working for 
'fravel Cuts, the CFS travel agency. 
"There's a benefit in working together with other 
student unions across the country-it can only 
make us stronger," said Christa Peters, a member of 
the pro-CFS camp, who is also VP External of the 
DCSS. Capilano College, Simon Fraser University 
and the UBC grad school are the other CFS 
schools in the Lower Mainland. 
Peters adds, "Also, the services .. ." The CFS does 
offer perks and programs for member institutions, 
other than just the persuasive lobbying power it 
routs; the International Student Identity Card, free 
to CFS students, $15 for others, group dental and 
medical insurance for students and other, specific 
student discounts, at places such as Ikea,-the 
student travel agency Travel Cuts, and the Student 
Work and Volunteer Abroad program. 
There are complaints, though, that the Federa-
tion is an unwieldy bureaucracy that costs more 
than it puts out. 
"Well, they [CFS] petition, they lobby for the · 
tuition freeze," says Kelli Semple, Athletic Rep. for 
. the DCSS. "But we're a non-CFS school, and we 
do that anyway. Why would we pay $120,000 for 
that? I cannot justify joining a union for 
$120,000." 
(The student fee for being a member of the CFS 
estimates that CFS will collect something in the 
six-figure amount from Douglas, which will make 
it CFS's second biggest BC contributor.) 
Another issue that angers Semple is that the CFS 
still has their kiosk up in the New West concourse 
during the voting period. ''As of9am Friday, we 
were abiding by the DCSS referendum rules. As of 
9am Monday, we are operating under CFS 
referendum rules," she said, of the booth that was 
still standing, though there had been talk of 
bringing it down on Friday afternoon. 
According to Peters, there had not been much in 
the way of DCSS referendum rules, so it was 
decided over the weekend that the student society 
would abide by the CFS referendum regulations. 
One of these regulations is that there is no 
campaigning to be done within 25 feet of the 
polling station, though the kiosk is allow!;d ro stay 
up. At the New West campus, this 'no campaigning 
zone' is outlined with a thin strip of masking tape. 
When asked about the viability of other 
organizations representing Douglas, particularly the 
Canadian Alliance of Student Associations (CASA), 
Peters said that in conversations she's had with 
CASA executives, they have maintained that they 
are strictly a university-based organization. 
Though there has been some shaky relationships 
between the CFS and a few of the schools rhey~e 
represented in the past, various people contacted at 
those other institutions were unwilling to talk 
against the Federation, lest they be sued for their 
remarks. 
While there is some resistance ro the CFS on 
campus, it is nor an organized resistance, not as 
organized as the CFS, anyway. There are no stands 
erected for any other student organizations, nor has 
there been an active 'no' campaign of any kind. 
However, at the last minute there appeared ro be 
a desperately mounted anti-CFS poster campaign, 
whose arena was the men's washrooms in the New 
West campus. 
The soggy, typo-laden notes seemed to have been 
hastily written, and were soon ripped down by 
scrutineers.~ 
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Letters 
Thomas Haney Centre 
revisited 
I have been a student at Thomas Haney 
Centre since 1995, when I staned taking 
concurrent studies, and so far I have 
taken eleven out of my thineen classes 
here. I now find it necessary to point out 
what the Douglas College Student 
Society has done for students at Thomas 
Haney Centre. The DCSS helped set up 
and sat on focus groups, so the students 
could tell the college what they wanted 
at Thomas Haney Centre. The DCSS 
also made a petition for students to sign, 
so that they could show they had 
student suppon to keep the Thomas 
Haney Campus open. Also, Amanda 
Wheeler, and others from the DCSS also 
OPinion 
opinions@op.douclas.bc.ca 
wrote many letters and anicles, to both 
the Other Press, and to the local 
newspapers. They also aqively cam-
paigned to the students, college, and 
community to keep this campus open, 
so students in the Maple Ridge-Pitt 
Meadows area would have accessible 
education. As a result, the Thomas 
Haney Campus will remain open, with 
guaranteed full time first year Arts with 
smaller cenificate programs on the side, 
and full DVST course loads. Also, there 
is now one scholarship offered to each 
secondary school in the Maple Ridge-
Pitt Meadows district, worth approx. 
$1400 to students who anend Douglas 
College's Thomas Haney Campus. I 
would like to thank Amanda Wheeler 
and DCSS supponers because without 
opinions@op.douglas.bc.ca 
Enjoying the ride? 
Steve IsSane 
I 've been hearing a lot about the upcoming Canadian Federation of Students reinstatement referendum. 
So I figured I should find our more 
about this whole situation before I cast 
my vote this week, and what I found out 
is very disturbing. 
Poll clerks are not allowed to help you 
vote in any way and the scrutinizers are 
not even allowed to speak to you. But if 
you ask what this referendum is all 
about, of course the poll clerks won't 
help you-but the supposedly neutral 
scrutinizers are more than willing to 
point you to the CFS campaign table 
across the atrium. How can they get 
away with this? 
• All campaign material used for the 
CFS referendum, whether for or against 
the CFS, had to be approved by the 
Referendum Oversight Committee. This 
committee consists of four people. 
Athletic Department Reps allege that 
three of the four members on this 
committee are biased towards the 
Canadian Federation of Students. I've 
noticed their are no anti CFS posters or 
pamphlets to be seen anywhere, even 
though Athletic depanment reps say 
posters and pamphlets have 
been handed in to the 
committee for approval. 
Is this fair? 
Several Student 
Society Reps allege 
that a few student 
society executives 
stand to gain from 
the passing of this 
referendum vote, and 
the name most often • 
mentioned, is that of 
Student Society 
President Jaimie McEvoy. 
McEvoy has saia on 
tape that he will be leaving 
Douglas ·college for a 
position with the Canadian 
Federation of Students in 
some capacity in the near 
future. McEvoy should 
instantly be well looked upon 
!\,enatssance fli3ooks 
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all iheir hard work the Thomas Haney 
Campus was likdy to have peen fazed .. 
out or shut down. 
Sarah Hossack 
Deadly political 
flu ••• achoo 
About this scandal in the DCSS. I find it 
really offensive that I receive students' 
hard earned money to carry out my roles 
within the student society, and collect 
my honoraria check by doing productive 
things for the students, while other 
people spend their time slandering the 
society. They waste student money on 
vendettas and to fund their own 
by the CFS. Why? Because if Douglas 
College joins the CFS, the college will· 
instantly become the CFS's second 
largest financial contributor from BC, 
1 
with the first being SFU. 
Douglas College students 
would pay $6.24 per 
semester on top of all 
other existing student 
fees. This figure is 
estimated to be $120,000 
per year. 
When DCSS ~xec•Jtives 
are questioned about what the 
CFS contributions will be used 
for and how joining the 
Canadian Federation of · 
Students will make 
things better for Douglas 
College students, the 
DCSS xecutives do not 
respond with a· straight 
answer. 
Joining the CFS will 
benefit the DCSS 
executi!'es, however; they 
get to go to 11 CFS 
•• I 
·, l 
personal political agendas. I believe 
whafs going on is just:_ a bi~ \oad of 
bullshit and isn't even that big a deal 
stan an impeachment""Over. The same 
type of situation occurs in every single 
organization. I'm not going to name 
these organizations. where the similar 
situation has occurred because I don't 
use diny tricks in order to win the 
of the populace. Anyways, these 
make me sick to be involved in the 
student society with these people, and 
hope these actions will stop before this 
situation goes too far and things get 
of hand and people get hun. 
Salim M 
conferences per year. The DCSS sent 
two people to a four day CFS r .nJntPrf'n,• 
in Ottawa last year. That conference 
the Student Society $3000 and the 
DCSS ~eps who went to the co11te.ren.a 
lost their expense sheet, but were 
·their money on the honour syst41rn 
were never reprimanded or held 
accountable, according to the athletic 
reps. The CFS bill is staning to get 
awfully big. How can the students 
possibly afford this? 
We appear to have a well organized 
conspiracy here at Douglas College; 
up to benefit a few cenain individuals. 
They get what they want and we the 
sn!aents of Douglas' College get stuck 
with a huge annual bill, and for what? 
I hope you're smelling something 
about all this, because I think this 
situation stinks to high heaven, and 
starting to get nauseous from the 
I'm Steve and that's my opinion! lj> 
120' 000 lsatslake 
Question: Do you want to No (Douglas College can represent 
renew membership in the itself-thank you) 
Canadian federation of or 
Students? Yes (Students of DC think S 12o:ooo 




Monday, Feb. 23 to Friday, Feb. 27 
Monday 9:00 am to 9:00 pm 
Tuesday to Thursday 7:30am to 9:00pm 
Friday I 0:00 am to 3:00 pm 
News news@op.douclas.bc.ca 
Free daycare! 
Embryonic co-op idea needs support 
Jochen Bieniimpel 
P arents anending Douglas College feel that they are at an academic disadvant~ge. "I know that I 
missed two classes because my baby-
sitter let me down," says student Anita 
Carter. "After working in Peer Support, I 
noticed that this is a very common 
problem," According to Carter, New 
Westminster Douglas College needs to 
give more suppo~to .students who have 
children. 
Caner is attempting to stan a baby-
sitting co-op at Douglas College, but she 
needs more volunteers. It would work 
like this: parents would drop of their 
children, at no charge, and only owe the 
co-op for the amount of time that their 
kids were looked after. 
This student/parent network would 
be beneficial to Douglas College 
students with children. Carter is 
enthused about it; "After working on my 
practicum, I've decided to devote my 
time to this program." 
But there is a major problem: the 
college has not given Caner's project a 
room foP-the co-op because there aren't 
yet enough f.Tlembers. The key to 
making this co-op a cost free system is to 
get everyone to put in what they take 
out, says Caner. Through the co-op, 
· parents would have more time to 
themselves and their homework, and 
money could be saved, too; foods and 
goods can be bought in bulk since that 
would lower the costs for everyone 
involved. Toy and clothing swaps could 
be created to ease the expenses of new 
mothers and fathers. Car-pooling is also 
an option whenever it would be 
convenient. 
The Nikolai family agrees that the co-
op program would be a real asset to 
parents who are enrolled in school 
programs. "We tried to get our son into 
the daycare bur they didn't have any 
room. They also said that we'd have to 
be full time students. We are just a single 
case, but there are many more out there 
just like us." 
Caner mentioned that packing a 
lunch, and bringing other parents to her 
co-op meetings, would be a great idea. 
For now they need more people, or the 
school cannot give Anita a room in 
which the co-op project kids ~ray. 
There is a meeting every Tuesday at 
noon in room 3408 where one can 
discuss the co-op and bring up new 
ideas. Show up to a meeting or simply 
put your name and phone number on 
one of Carter's sheets for the Student/ 
Parent Network. These sheets are 
distributed all over the campus. So 
if you're a student with 
children, Caner urges you to 
see what it's all about . .p 
BC government attempts to gait:~ access to ·BC 
Benefit recipients' private information but 
a.ccesS is denied ••• for noW 
Monique "I don't know the meaning of 
pithy" Tamminga 
H ow far should the government be able to dig into your private life? Should they be able to 
access information from your landlord 
or your present and past employers? 
The Ministry of Human Resources 
thinks it should be allowed to do just 
that. A consent form was mailed out 
mid-January to residences of British 
Columbia who collect financial 
assistance through BC Benefits (income 
assistance, youth works and disability 
assistance). 
The consent fotm required each 
recipient to sign a release of all informa-
tion to the Ministry of Human Re-
sources by February 20 or it "may result 
in an interruption in your assistance." 
This consent form created such an 
uproar that rallies were held, consent 
forms were burned, and Community 
Legal Assistance Society decided to take 
coun action against the form. The 
ovetwhelrning negative reaction forced 
Glen Clark to review the form and 
retract the threat that the Ministry was 
going to withhold financial assistance 
cheques if people didn't sign the form. 
Jan Hastings, of Douglas College's BC 
Benefits office, says that some students 
on assistance have been coming in upset 
and asking whether they should sign the 
form or not. In actualiry, "thousands of 
recipients have already signed the form 
last April and didn't even know it." says 
Robin Loxton of BC Coalition of People 
with Disabilities. The consent form has 
created such an uproar among BC 
Benefit recipients and advocates for 
people on assistance that an information 
meeting was held at Carnegie Library in 
Vancouver, February 6, to discuss 
possible consequences of not signing the 
form, as well as people's legal rights. 
The Carnegie Library was full to its 
capacity with frustrated recipients and 
MLAs who spoke out against the 
Ministry's consent form. One of the 
MLAs was East Vancouver's Jenny 
Kwan. Kwan spoke out at Carnegie 
Library, siding with the people on social 
"9Ssistance in her neighbourhood rallying 
against the invasion of privacy the 
consent form implies. 
Days after the meeting at Carnegie 
Library, there was a rally held at Pigeon 
Park where a steel drum situated at the 
centre of the park burned brightly, fuelled 
by angry people's consent forms. Neither 
the meeting nor the rally at Pigeon Park 
got very much media attention. 
The outrage from BC Benefit 
recipients did not go unnoticed by the 
government, however. Glen Clark 
announced this week that because of the 
negative reaction to the form, the 
Ministry will be reviewing the form's 
content to possibly alter it. Loxton 
worries that this review will attempt to 
sweep the problem under the carpet. 
"My concern is that the consent form 
will be reviewed and only minor changes 
will occur." 
According to ELP (End Legislated 
Poveny), lawyers have been faxing in 
information on people's. right not to sign 
the form and at one point there were 
two lawyers wor · g on a case. ELP staff 
say that because of the recent review, 
those lawyers have been put on hold. 
Steve Anderson, a DC student as 
well as a BC Benefits recipient, got the 
consent form some time ago in the mail. 
He remembers going to ask what the 
form was all about and being told not to 
sign it. "I didn't know what it was but 
they told me not to worry about it for 
now so I think I threw it away." Another 
student on assistance was astonished by 
all the information the Ministry wanted 
to access, "this consent form asks for 
everything but my DNA." 
Attempts to speak to someone at the 
Ministry of Human Resources about the 
form were futile. They referred the calls 
to seven different people at six different 
branches. ;By the seventh referral I was 
told to give up the search for a quote 
because no one in government is allowed 
to talk about government documents. 
A news release by End Legislated 
Poveny executive member Jacquie 
Ackerly had this to say about the 
consent form, "It's a small piece of a 
larger whole. The government has 
removed a whole number of rights from 
people on welfare." 
Ackerly added, "Even criminals who 
are not on welfare would have more 
protection against infringement of their 
privacy than people on welfare." 
Glen Clark did a cabinet shuffle 
recently and that included replacing the 
old Minister of Human Resources with 
Jan Pullinger. Both Loxton and staff 
from End Legislative Poverty fear she 
might be too lax on issues supporti·ng 
people on assistance. 
Many hope new awareness and 
activity will occur in parliament in the 
next years to support the rights of people 
on assistance, and hopefully their voices 
will be heard with compassion not 
negativity . .p 
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2, marked the 
date of the first 
philosophical 
debate at 
las College between old oppo-
, Dr. Robert Nicholls;Douglas 
e) and Mr. Michael Horner, MA 
·ty Western). These two men had 
ed each Othet at the University of 
a, while Horner was completing 
asters degree and Nicholls his 
ral dissertation, on the question of 
ous ethics versus secular ethics: 
system is the most sound. The 
ion at the February 2 debate was 
more inflammatory: does God 
e format of the debate was 
htforward, with the theist (god 
) side starring the event. Each 
er made a twenry minute presenta-
ollowed by an eight minute 
tal and a further six minute 
arion/rebuttal. J::lorner argued that 
Nicholls was taking the atheist 
the burden of proof was on his 
ders, since being an atheist means 
· ng knowledge that God does not 
t exist. Horner's theist argument 
simpler one: all he needed to do 
gue that God was the best 
ation given the available evidence. 
this postmodern world of scientific 
macy it must have been a shock to 
· tiates at the debate to hear that 
ast defensible position was the 
t side. The truth, in the world of 
sophy, is that when someone makes 
wledge claim that says such-and-
exists or does not exist, then that 
n must make an airtight argument 
port their case. If you wish to 
the opposition of that position 
· t becomes easier to substantiate 
e because all that you need to 
ish your contention is that your 
the inference to the besr sugges-
t least rhar is what Horner 
nded, but we will return to this 
a lirde later in this piece. 
rner broke his argument down into 
parts. The first was that God is a 
· ent explanation for the existence 
ecrive morality. The second was 
smological argument (argument 
od is the First Cause of the 
rse) which simply put states that 
the universe began from a single 
t (i.e. The Big Bang Theory) and 
ing that is caused needs some-
to cause it, then God is the 
ent explanation for the beginning 
universe. The last was what is 
the teleological (the argument 
esign) or the position that since 
iverse exhibits enormous complex-
d seems to suggest the existence of 
ner that planned all of the 
d interdependence of cosmic and 
systems we can observe, therefore 
e case that God is the best 
ce as to why things are this way. 
e of these arguments are original 
losophically sophisticated, bur to 
·ence of mosdy ignorant specta-
his is not to be strictly construed 
ght, but only panially as one) they 
d to present a strong case. For 
e who has taken Philosophy 103, 
mology (Theory of Knowledge), 
losophy 152, Metaphysics (with 
Ouyang, as he teaches the course 
imer in the primarily modern 
ches to the above arguments, 
st others. Other philosophy 
faculry approach the subject differently.) 
the above three arguments are dealt with 
as an introduction to the question of 
God's existence and all of them are 
shown to be logically invalid. 
Nicholls argued that to say rhar God 
is necessary as a grounding for an 
argument for the existence of objective 
morality is the same as saying that when 
water boils and reaches the evaporation 
point there are litde pixies that help the 
water molecules float. In short, this is an 
unnecessary burden to the argument. At 
least rwo philosophers, Imman\lel Kant 
and John Stuart Mill for example, 
derived ethical systems, the Categorical 
Imperative and Utilitarianism respec-
tively, that are entirely objective in their 
construction. If these two philosophers 
were able to develop objective ethical 
systems without referring to any 
religious doctrine or personal spiritual/ 
mystical experiences of God, then the 
argument rhar God is a sufficient 
explanation for the existence of objective 
morality is invalid. (An argument is 
invalid if irs conclusion is not derivable 
from its premises, or if you can derive a 
different conclusion from the premises 
than what is originally intended.) 
The second argument posits that 
because everything in the universe is 
caused and that the universe, or at least 
as it is currently believed, had an 
identifiable beginning (i.e. the Big Bang 
Theory), or point of origin in time, the 
cause of the Big Bang must have been 
God. On the surface this argument 
seems like it might have some strength, 
bur it suffers from the same troubles that 
the argument for objective morality 
suffers: why God? There does not seem 
to be any need to ascribe a supernatural 
agency for a seemingly natural phenom-
enon, albeit a possibl~ phenomenon of a 
singularly unique nature. (The Big Bang 
is not even a universally accepted 
scientific doctrine: iris itself only 
another probability based theory that 
may be replaced in the furu re by a better 
theory.) 
The last argument advanced by the 
rheisr side was the design argument (or 
teleological argument), which argues 
rhar because of rhe mind boggling 
improbability of rhe natural occurrence 
of rhe exact conditions necessary for the 
beginning and development of complex 
bio-organic life on Earth, the best 
explanation for the existence of and 
maintenance of these conditions must be 
God. This argument seems to have the 
highest probability of success until we 
examine it more closely. If we change the 
word God to cosmic winds containing 
known mutagens, which is precisely 
what Nicholls did, then the argument 
seems equally valid. The only rejoinder 
Horner could offer was that if you 
accept the position that mutation due to 
solar radiation caused the exact condi-
tions necessary in every instance in the 
development of life on this planer, then 
you would have to concede that the idea 
is less probable, given rhe myriad 
conditions needed at every stage of the 
development of the biosphere when the 
absence of the exact conditions at any 
given step would have precluded further 
growth or even the extinction of any 
already extant life, than the idea of a vast 
non-metaphysical super being (e.g. God) 
that planned out and oversaw all of the 
stages of the development oflife. 
The acceptance or rejection of either 
of these positions depends upon the 
individual and the individual's capacity 
Continueq on page. 6 
Niiliilt"_...,.;. ___ _ 
Doug Simak, Ph. D., helps ckar the issues for a nearly comprehending audience Omar Tabia Liepowitz photo 
Doug Pryde, CGA works for municipal government in Penticton. He's 
just one of 27,000 Certified General Accountants who are managing the 
future . Whether they work in industry, government or serve small- and 
medium-sized businesses, CGAs are changing the way Canada does 
business. 
If you are working toward a diploma and are aiming for a career you can 
take pride in, add to that achievement with a CGA designation. The CGA 
professional accounting program combines real , practical experience with 
the latest developments in Internet CD technology. And that means the 
future is at your fingertips. 
You may already qualify for advanced placement in the CGA Program. To 
find out how the CGA Program fits into your future, call : 604-732 - 1211 
or 1-800-565-1211 or visit our website: www.cga-bc.org · 
Certified General Accountants Association of British Columbia 
1555 West 8th Avenue Vancouver, BC V6J 1 T5 
Telephone: 604-732-1211 or 1-800-565-1211 Fax: 604-732-1252 
E-mail: info@cga-bc.org Website: www.cga-bc.org 
-
CGA. WE'RE THE NAME BRAND FOR BUSINESS IN CANADA. 
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WHAT IS THE MAl? Culture.- ~&e@op.douglas.bc.c~ .. 
Come aod find out on Friday, February 2..,..., at 1 PM 
Room2203 
A Presentation by Noel Scbacter, Director ofthte International 
Branch in the Ministry ofEmployment and Investment for BC 
The Multilateral Agreement on Investment is presently being 
negotiated in Paris by 29 of the world's most advanced, industrialized 
nations tmder the auspices of the Organization ofEconomic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD). · 
Canada is one of the key participants: the MAl has implications 
for medicare, the enviromnent, conswners, workers, and small 
businesses. 
Join the discussion on Friday. Come to hear Noel Schacter, 
the spokesperson for the province on trade policy issues. 
Continue~ from page .? 
for suspension of judgment. Horner 
argued that his explanation was the 
better of the two choices available, 
because it was the one with the higher 
probability of truth. The main problem 
for arguing on the basis of probability is 
cliat it begs the question: is religious 
belief a matter of probability, or is it a 
matter of apprehending the awareness of 
the existence of a supreme being based 
on a series oflogically valid arguments? 
Or, is it a·matter of private belief, where 
the logical validity of the position is 
immaterial to the question, as it is more . 
imponant what one 'knows' intuitively? 
However one views the issue, when 
taking the philosophical approach we are 
dealing with the evaluation of arguments 
and not of opinion (which is the hidden 
clause lurking behind the idea of 
religious belief as being justifiable as a 
privately held matter, outside the reach 
of the demands of philosophy) and thus 
we must yield to the demands of 
philosophy. 
Nicholls was unable to make a sound 
argument for atheism simply because he 
could not produce any direct evidence 
for God's non-existence. But then again, 
Touch 
Footba/IBC 
MEN'S & liOMEN'S 
LE_A6UES 
REGISTRATION 
Burnaby Lake Sports Complex 
March 5, 1998@ 6:30PM 
Individuals I New Teams Invited 
Rec, Intermediate, Elite 
Seven-a-side, Non-contact 
Novice & ·Experienced Players Welcome 
For More Information Call 
The Touchline 444-8223 
6 February 25, 1998 The Other Press 
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contrary to his (Horner's) assenion 
the stan of his speech that he need 
give the best probabilistic evidence 
God's existencci ~d not absolute 
of it (that, Horner claimed, was 
for the atheist position), Horner 
the fact that if Nicholls was 
prove absolutely that God does not 
then the same burden of proof is 
him (Horner) as well. It was never 
clear during the debate why 
that Nicholls' atheism required 
proof of his claim than did his own 
(Horner's). If the debate was on the 
question of"Does God Probably 
then the theist side might have had 
weight behind its probability based 
positions. 
One serious flaw was revealed in 
debate when Horner concluded his 
opening argument with a huge ad 
hominem (lit. "To the man"; a 
fallacy in logical argumentation 
that the statement is based on · 
personal information concerning 
or one's opponent. For example, if 
rejected Plato's theory of forms on 
grounds that Plato was a practising 
homosexual, that would be an ad 
hominem). In this case Horner 
aside that he had once been a 
in name only until he had what he 
deemed to be a spiritual revelation. 
therefore recommended that the 
audience explore their faith because 
could claim knowledge of the truth 
the religious position, from his own 
experience. Sorey, but you cannot 
both ways. Horner had to argue the 
evidence for God's existence on its 
merits and accept or reject any 
tives to his position depending on 
philosophical strengrh. By stepping 
the arena of proselytization,at the 
his opening address he rendered 
intel)ectually inert. 
It is vitally imponant that people 
actively engage with their beliefs on 
daily basis, but when one subjects 
beliefs to philosophical scrutiny 
one must live by the outcome of 
scrutiny. By slipping into personal 
testimony the theist position was 
undermined. 
Nicholls' rebuttals were engaging 
became gradually more biting and 
derisive as his obvious contempt for 
question (and some of the lJU<=>uoJHc 
at hand almost escaped his control. 
one poi~t in his rebuttal he referred 
the "psychopathology of religious 
in an attempt to reach his coiJtauwnl 
remarks when it was becoming clear 
the proceedings were not going to 
provide the atheist position 
time to present its case. This was 
greatest drawback to the event as a 
whole, as the theist position was 
relatively simple and clear in its 
presentation but the atheist 
unable to make all of its points 
enough depth due to the time 
The upshot of the debate ~as 
generally positive. Aside from a 
less than knowledgeable questions 
the audience (with notable exc:epltior 
Dr. Simak), the event allowed 
students, who filled the room to 
overflowing, to get a first-hand taste 
two minds engaged in the active 
contention of a once lethally 
issue. Perhaps if there are further 
in the future it might be advisable 
select a topic that the uu••·pumJ>ul~" 
majors in attendance can grasp 
knowing the technical jargon · 
Then again, judging from the level 
inquity that the audience was 
at, a simple enough topic may 
available at this institution. 
It must have been a break peri'od 
Criminology majors. ~ 
Sports sports@op.douclas.bc.a · 
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Royals rock ·BCCAA volleyball!! 
Last week. the BCCAA released its 
volleyball all-star team list, player of the 
year awards and coach of the year 
awards, and Douglas cleaned up. The 
Royals placed four women and three 
men on the All-BC first or secona team, 
had rwo men. and one woman named 
All-Canadian, and had the ·pJayerand 
coach of the year in men's and women's 
been named All-BC. Coach Susan Sharp 
was named BCCAA coach of the year in 
her rookie season at the helm. "It's 
awesome, overwhelming." said coach • 
Sharp, "it's really a reflection on ·the 
team. They made ine look good." 
something that coach Brian Newman named first team All-BC and BCCAA honoured as the BCCAA men's coach of 
the year, but he feels that the award 
recognizes the team more than the 
individual. "My assistants were great and 
the team never wanted to stop learning, 
so I fe~l that they honoured rhe ream 
more than me." ~ 
had never heard of, "I can't remember player of the year, putting him up for 
one school getting rwo [All-Canadians]. the CCAA player of the year as well. 
It's a great honour for [Ken] Kliendiest. Along with being named All-Canadian, 
It's his last year and it's a great way to Kilpatrick was named first team All-BC. 
The men's ream put nof one bur two 
players (Ken Kleindienst and Ken 
Kilpatrick) on the All-Canadian team, 
round out his career. [Ken] Kilp~tritk . Jason Friesen was named second team 
has been underrated most of his career · .All-BC to round out rhe player honours 
and it's nice.that the coaches are finally at Douglas. Brian Newman was 
volleyball. 
On the women's side, Becki ~ozinski 
was named first team AI)-BC, All-
Canadian and the BCCAA women's 
player of the year which means that she 
is now up for the CCAA women's player 
of the year. Her coaclt, Susan Sharp, 
commented, "It's a well-deserved award. 
She's rhe catalyst for the ream, every-
thing revolves around her. She has 
phenomenal focus, determination and 
great skills." The consummate ream 
player, Kozinski said, "It's a bit of a 
shock. It's nice to be recognized but I'm 
working towards the provincials." Also 
joining Kozinski on the All-BC first 
team was middle blocker Vesna 
Rukavina. Second team All-BCers from 
Douglas included first year player 
Christine Banish and Sabrina 
Kaltenbach. Both Banish and 
Kaltenbach felt that they had good years 
recognizing him." Kleindiest was also 
and that anyone on the team could have BCAA women's player of the year Becki Kozimki goes for the kill David Tam photo 
Provincial preview 
This weekend our volleyball teams travel 
to the "sunny" Okanagan to play in the 
BCCAA provincial championships. Both 
teams are seeded number one going into 
the provincials and expectations· are that 
the Royals will come away champs. 
The women's ream shares Pool A with 
the hosts and third ranked OUC Lakers ' 
and the sixth ranki:d Capilano Blues. 
Coach Susan Sharp is wary of making 
predictions and is taking things "game 
by game and match by match." If 
everything goes as planned the women's 
ream will meet the Malaspina Mariners 
in the championship game. The 
Mariners are the only team to beat the 
Royals this year and our team is gunning 
for their hated rivals. "The game [against 
Malaspina]. showed all of our mistakes," 
says middle blocker Vesna Rukavina, 
"[the championship] could go five games 
bur if we don't give up we could win in 
three straight (games]." 
The men's team share Pool A with 
third ranked UCC and sixth ranked 
BCI1: "It will be a battle between us, 
Trinity [Western University] and . 
Caribou [UCC]," says men's coach Brian 
Newman. The Royals should meet up 
with the TWU Spartans in the champi-
onship game, but even if the Royals 
don't win,_ there is a chance r~ make ~he 
nationals. "There is a wild card and it 
should come from BC," says coach ~rian 
Newman. Douglas finished only two 
points a head ofTWU and UCC in the 
BCCAA, so the competition will be 
fierce for the crown of BCCAA 
champion.~ 
Sue Sharp, BCAA women's coach of the year Photo supplied 
World Cup: A preview 
tta.\~~ K:tbr)5 Mo~ar)15'-Pr001c-h'or)5 
ll)i:s \JJQ.Qk \.)JQ. '"Pf""Q.\JiQ.\JJ This is an extremely shaky group, in which any of three teams could take first place. It-all.:]\ u~" X . 
I don't see any of these teams advancing past the second round. . , -_~ "') . . , . . 
Group 13-I t"a!LJ\ (hi1Q. W~tn Angelo Peruzz1 m goal and ltalys strong ream defence, led by Paolo Maldm1, 
• -_11 1 • ~ Italy will be hard to beat. Italy's main weakne$S is scoring. Even with Gianfranco 
Au:strla and Ca"-'QrOOY). Au:strla (27) X Zola and Alessandro Del Piero, Italy still cannot score goals. They barely made it to 
ll)i:s aroup i:s \.lOll. " I'll go out on a limb and pick this squad to .win this weak group. They came Out of the World Cup by beating Russia in the playoffs. Italy will most likely advance to 
0 - -_~ the roughest qualifYing group (which they won) and should be hot goinginro their the Round of 16, bur they may not secure first place in the group. These three-time 
\JJ<2CJk. Ar'IJ) OI')Q. of first match versus group patsy Cameroon on June 1 ~. champs will be in tough against Austria and Chile. • 
tt)r<2Q. TQ.a"-':s (Au:strk:J, 
I t-al~ and (hi1Q.) DOJQ. a ~~~s~?se:nd round on reputation alone. They barely slipped past Russia 
CDar)CQ. TO \JJir) tt)Q. in a sudden death play-off to make the World Cup, their offence is nonexistent and 
arotm. It-all]\ i:s rQ.QJjna they can't keep relying on Roberto Baggio and Gianfranco Zola to bail them Out in 
0 ~ I -_~ · '0 tough games. 
af-rnr barQJ~ :sltp-prng 
'Pa:st-~U:S:SIO if) a 'PI~- (hi1Q. (7) 
o-Tt (hi1Q. ca"-'Q. OUT of a Their first match, against Italy on June 11' will decide which of these teams move 
1 on. Chile's last World Cup appearance was in 1982, so I'll predict an Italian win 
:strong 5outt) A"-'QriCar) and a third place spot for Chile. 
~altf~ing group, Au:str1a Ca Q.roo (~'1'\ 
fir)i:SDQ.C) f1r:st- ih TDQ.Ir Eve~hough t~y ha':: made rhe last two World Cups (including a quarter final 
~dif~ing group buT appearance in 1990), Cameroon probably won't finish better than last in this group. 
d a 't- II OOat- - Like most of the African nations in the World Cup, Cameroon came out of a very 
I Y) rQQ ~ ar'/J) weak qualifYing group, which will hurt them in the tournament. 
~~and Ca"-\<2roon':s 
~altf~ing group (llkQ. 
"-'o:st- of tt)Q. Afr1can x-1\d..ranc~ ro 'BourP of 1(0 
rx:rhon:s) dran't- --pro\.lloo 
a~ co~tmon. 
FIFA Rankings in Parentheses (New FIFA Rankings as of February 18th, 1998) 
New rankings for Group A: Bra:z_.il [1), Scotland [37], Morocco [13], and Norway [10) 
. Cl:)l1Q. (7) X 
"I think Chile's ranking is way too high. Chile does not have enough experience in 
big games. Even with forward Ivan Zamarano and South American Player of the 
Year, Marcelo Salas, Chile might have a hard time making it to the playoffs. If they 
really want to, they must beat a team like Italy. If Chile plays the way they did when 
they beat England 2-0, they will advance to the playoffs. If they play the way rhey 
did when they lost to Iran in the Hong Kong Tournament, Chile will not make it 
to the playoffs. Chile's best ever finish in the World Cup was at the one they hosted 
in 1962 when they finished third. 
Au:str1a (27) 
Austria could be the dark horse of the group. They won their qualifYing group by 
beating Sweden twice. Although there are no superstars on the team (except for 
Andreas fferrzog) if Austria can keep up with Italy and Chile they could make the 
playoffs. Austria's best finish was in 1954 when they finished third. 
(~"-'Q.rOOY) (~'1) 
Cameroon is a very young and very inexperienced team. Cameroon had a very easy 
qualifYing group. They beat Togo, Angola, and Zimbabwe, who are not even to the 
elite teams in Africa. Cameroon's most experienced player is goaltender Jacques 
Songo'o (35 years old and 70 caps). Cameroon has two sixteen-year-aids on their 
national team (Placide Zoalande and Saloman Olembe). This team will be lucky to 
finish third in rhe group. Cameroon's best finish in rhe W<Jrld Cup was in 1990, 
when they made it to the quarter-finals. 






The last weekend of regu'iar season basketball and rhe badminton provincials was very good to Douglas College. 
Basketball: · 
The women's basketball ream wrapped up rhe regular season with a play-off spot all bur assured, yet with a chance ro 
improve their ranking. On Friday, February 20, the Royals rolled into Kamloops to face the UCC Sun Demons. Stacy 
Reykdal dropped 23 points and 12 rebounds and Carrie Rogers had 14 points and 7 rebounds as the Royals exorcised the 
Sun Demons 70-47. Saturday, February 21, the opponent was the CNC Kodiaks of Prince George. This game was over 
from rhe opening rip as rhe Royals won 90-56. Tammy Neufeld and Stacy Reykdal had 23 and 14 points, respectively, to 
pace the Royals. With those wins Douglas finished second in rhe BCCAA behind hated rivals the Malaspina Mariners. 
Malaspina now hosts the BCCAA provincial championships this weekend in Nanaimo. 
The men's ream went into the weekend holding rhe last play-off spot and a precarious two point lead on the TWU 
Spartans. On Friday, February 20, rhe Royals bear UCC 76-66 behind Jon Fast's 25 points, II rebounds and 7 blocks and 
Kevin Kundarevich's 15 points on 3 of 6 three point field goals. Unfortunately for Douglas, TWU beat the CNC Kodiaks 
83-8()t'fo stay within 2 points of the last play-off spot, making Douglas' game in Prince George on Saturday a must win. 
The Royals didn't disappoint as they crushed the CNC Kodiaks 75-56. Jon Fast had 16 point and 9 rebounds and Kevin 
Kundarevich dropped 13 poinrs cn the Kodiaks. Also on Saturday the TWU Spartans lost 100-75 to the UCC Sun 
Demons, giving Douglas rhe sixth and final play-off spot. The BCCAA provincial championship will be held this 
weekend at Langara College in Vancouver. 
Badminton: 
Last weekend the Royals badminton team travelled to Nanaimo to play in the BCCAA provincial championships. 
Douglas came away with the team gold medal and gold in mixed doubles.(Chanral Jobin and Raymond Tsoi) and 
women's singles Oennifer Wong). Douglas also rook two silvers, in women's doubles (Lisa Yeung and Yayoi Koshimura) · 
and men's si ngles (Thanh Nguyen). The Royals also rook a bronze in men's doubles (Thinh Nguyen and Jimmy Mah). 




preferred. 1 bedroom, furnished, 
close to Douglas and Royal Mall 
with access to phone or fax 
machine, cable included. $350 + 1/2 
deposit. Call Marta @ 526-3607 
Roommate Wanted: to 
share a bright, spacious, two-
bedroom apartment. Located in New 
Westminster, near 4th St and Agnes 
St. Close to transit: 2 min. walk to 
Columbia SkyTrain and buses. Very 
close to Douglas College (2 min. 
walk). Laundry, furnished or 
unfurnished. Share the rest of the 
apartment with me: mature, female 
student (SFU), employed full-time. A 
gay/lesbian positive household. A 
considerate, nonsmoking female 
roommate is preferred. Sorry, no 
pets. Available March 1st. Rent = 
$362. k 50+ utils (approx $7.00/ 
mo). For more info, call517-5516. 
Hot college boy-GWM 
good-looking in shape athletic 
smooth/hairless very adventurous/ 
attractive. Seeking good looking jock 
types (bi, strait, curious) who are 
good-looking/in shape for clean safe 
fun! Mail the Other Press, attention 
Classifieds. 
-----------------
Attractive, hot and sweaty 
Asian Lesbian-QAL, can be very 
affectionate, playful, outrageous, 
likes nonconformity, being active 
and cute. Seeking other queer 
womyn (especially Asians) for some 
fun and dates, specifically a 
Valentine's Day date. Send reply to 
Classifieds c/o the Other Press. 
Lone, light-skinned, literary 
lad languishes listlessly. Luxurious 
lodgings, long Lagonda, louses legs 
landed. Limp lifeless larrykins left 
looking. " Letter to 'Other'." 
Handsome, sincere, 
Canadian Caucasian professional 
man-30, seeks younger, honest and 
attractive Asian woman for life 
partner and marriage. Serious 
replies only. Write to Nickolas c/o the 
Other Press Classifieds. 
One near homeless (less 
than $8000/year income) student for 
an interview with one of our lovely 
and talented staff at the Other 
Press. Drop by room 1020 and ask 
for the features coordinator. 
FoR SALE 
quality components and software. 
Call Psycom at 951-3008. 
Two bikes $50 each, not 
mountain bikes. Call 525-6764. 
Electronic Typewriter with 
built in 3.5 disk drive. Must sell 
leaving country. $200 (obo) reg. 
$350. Call Shawn at 467-3574. 
Colour monitor, keyboard, 
new 28.8 internal modem (pc). All in 
excellent condition. 517-1414 
Looking for an excellent 
source of reliable transportation? 
Look no further ... 1980 Citation, looks 
good, excellent running condition, 
$500 firm. Call 443-9238 any time. 
Douglas College psychiatric 
nursing grad 1999 committee is 
raising funds by selling 
entertainment books. Contain~ 
hundreds of 2 for 1 discounts on 
dining, shopping, movies, sports and 
more. $46.00 each, to order contact 
Tia at 540-7377. 
'87 Chevette, good body in & 
out, new brakes and tires, Air Cared, 
96 km, looks good to. $1500 obo. 
Contact Aran 527-4035. · 
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES 
Burnaby Volunteer Centre has 
volunteer opportunities in many 
areas. Contact the Burnaby 
Volunteer Centre at 294-5533. 
Women volunteers needed 
for the Vancouver Rape Relief & 
Women's Shelter. Interested in 
volunteering for our: 24 hour crisis 
line, transition house for women and 
their children. Training sessions 
Tuesday evenings. Call872-8212. 
Vancouver Crisis Centre 
urgently needs volunteers to work 
on 24 hour distress lines. Those 
interested call 872-1811. 
Would you like to meet 
someone from around the world 
right here in Surrey or Delta? Join 
the Host Program! No cost involved 
just call Chris at 597-Q2051oc. 216. 
SERVICES 
Word Processing: Professionally 
prepared: Essays, Thesis, Reports, 
Projects, Letters, Resumes, Tape 
transcriptions and budgeting. Ten 
years experience. Includes spell 
checking, grammar, presentation 
and style. Call Kent at: (604) 421-
1035. 
Computers custom buiH to your IMPROVE YOUR ENGLISH 
Experienced: 2 years in Japan. • 
Qualified: SFU Graduate & Certified 
in Tokyo. Private Lessons: learn 
pronunciation, writing skills, 
nuances, an enlarged English 
vocabulary...:..ESL & TEFL with 
customized classes: $20.00/hr. 
Group Lessons: 1-4 students; 2-3 
hour class, 2-4 days per week for 1 
month: $300.00. Close to the 22nd 
St SkyTrain Station. Call Joe Pelech 
515-9703. Or Email: 
Joe@lightspeed.bc.ca. 
Patient Mandarin tutor 
available. Able to communicate in 
English without mandarin accent 
and vice versa. Flexible rates. 
Contact Johnson Tai atOP (room 
1020) 525-3542 or home 521-
3467. 
parking. Two blocks from 
college. Gated underground parking 
available days/evenings. Jan after 6 
pm 524-5933. 
-----------------
Are you stuck between a 
rock and a hard place? Got a tough 
call to make? Douglas College 
Campus Crusade for Christ 
sponsors a prayer ministry! Give us 
a call! pager 978-9773. 
Protect yourself against 
photo radar, for your free information 




Kirin Special $5.95 
Research and thesis briefs 
from the Information Assistance 
Group. Cut your study time in half. 
For more information call 583-0558. 
Infant care by ECE mom ft/pt 
days/evenings. Near Douglas 
College. Jan after 6 pm 524-5933. 
Resumes professionally 
prepared and laser printed. Two 
years experience, and not an 
unsatisfied customer yet! Can do 
last minute service, and even meet 
you at school! Please call443-
9238. 
Want to sing? An 
experienced voice teacher has 
opening for students: beginner & 
intermediate. Good rates. Call Mary 
at 582-8427 or email 
kmsiever@cnx ~net . 
Reverend Tom wants you to 
write him something (and make it 
nasty). The Reverend is available for 
all your spiritual guidance. Drop your 
inquiries off at room 1 020 or email 
him at opinions@op.douglas.bc.ca . 
Career Assessments phone 
(604)536-4277, fax (604)536-7133 
John Patterson B.Sc., M.A. "If you don't 
kncm where you are going you may 
. end up somewhere else" Vocational 
testing will assess your "career self' 
(Interests, Needs, Aptttudes and 
David Tam photo 
Pefsonaltty) and give you direction and 
information about educational 
programs. If you are planning to enter 
college or a training program 
assessment will benem you. Maximum 
fee is $160.00. 
------------------
Relax with Reiki by Stirling! 
Free Reiki sessions at Douglas 
College, and the New West Campus 
on Monday afternoon, to book 
appointments please call Dorothy 
Cross at 527-5038. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
It is time once again to be thinking 
about the DCSS student handbook. 
Anyone interested in participating in 
this project please call Darryl Flasch 
at 527-5109. I would like to get full 
representation from all student 
society members in the 98/99 
calendar! All talent is appreciated! 
The Douglas College 
Student Society is a great hang out 
for students but it needs input from 
its membership. I am looking for 
interested parties to help spruce up 
the Student Building. If you can paint 
murals or know of a keen way to 
make the DCSS more fun and 





Today's Special $4.95 
California Roll $2.95 
BC Rolls 
•Tekka (Tuna) Roll $2.00 
•Sake (Salmon) Roll $2.00 
Katsu Don $5.95 
Miso Ramen $5.25 
752 CoLUMBIA STREET 
NEW WESTMINSTER, BC 
Lunch 
Teriyaki Chicken 
with miso soup $5.75 
specifications with brand name, high CONVERSATION: Fun & Friendly. Set B $6.95 10% discount for of 10 or more 
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